THE HUNTER AND THE HUNTED (...... UH......)
I WONT CRY POPPA... MOMMA... I WONT... OH... I...

COLD... OH MOMMA COLD COLD MOMMA... I FREEZE SO

MUCH MOMMA... POPPA POPPA... I DON'T WANT TO CRY...

HUNTERS POPPA... LAFF... LAFFING... I FEEL THEM...
Laffing at me ... Laffing at my fingers ... oh

They freeze ... cold icy yes don't let me

I don't want to cry no I can't help ... owww

Momma ... Momma Mommie my eyes are burnin'-}
As usual, the master was in a sullen mood—so we were hard at work when the door creaked open.

It was umm—the viewer of the vats—and he looked worried.

Something was amiss—so with a scowl the master left us to our assignment.
ASSIGNMENT: THE PENTAGRAM

That the master's chair obscured the pentagram was the only excuse I had for what happened...
I should not like to think what would have resulted had the master returned just then. I had enough knowledge to stop the erupting pentagram, but it seemed I would need a subtler spell.

For there appeared to be some... leftovers. 'No worry there,' I thought - for the master had left his book...
...AND THAT FIXED THAT! EVEN THE LAST TRACES OF SMOKE AND SULFUR HAD DISSIPATED BY THE TIME THE MASTER RETURNED, 'OH-HOW CRAFTY' I THOUGHT TO MYSELF... A BIT PREMATURELY...
THE SHIP WAS A TOY, FLOATING IN THE ENDLESS ABYSS OF SPACE. WITHIN ITS ALLOY HULL, RAD SAT QUIETLY BEFORE THE MAMMOTH CONTROL PANEL THAT WOULD DELIVER HIM TO HIS DESTINATION WITHOUT HIS HAVING TO TOUCH A SINGLE SWITCH OR BUTTON. COMPUTERS AND MEMORY BANKS CLICKED AND BLINKED AROUND HIM, CASTING A RED-ORANGE GLOW ACROSS HIS HANDSOME FEATURES AS RAD TRIED IN VAIN TO LOSE HIMSELF IN THE PAGES OF A NOVEL. HE HAD NOTHING TO DO FOR TWO SOLID MONTHS BUT READ AND RELAX AND PUTTER ABOUT THE EFFICIENT SELF-OPERATING SPACE CRAFT, TANGIBLE PROOF OF THE INFERIORITY OF ANIMAL TO MACHINE. AT TIMES HE WONDERED WHY HIS SUPERIORS FOUND IT NECESSARY FOR HIM TO ACCOMPANY THE VASTLY MORE INTELLIGENT ROBOT... THEN THE VOICE WOULD REMIND HIM...

FOR THE TWENTIETH TIME THAT HOUR RAD SHOVED THE BOOK ASIDE AND TURNED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE SOFT FEMININE VOICE, WEARILY HE PUSHED UP FROM THE CONTROL CHAIR AND STRODE ACROSS THE SHIP...

WHAT IS IT THIS TIME?

I'M THIRSTY... WOULD YOU BRING ME SOME WATER?

I JUST GAVE YOU A DRINK OF WATER NOT FIVE MINUTES AGO...

I'M THIRSTY AGAIN.
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HOW MUCH LONGER BEFORE WE
REACH YOUR PLANET? WELL,
WHAT'S WRONG? CAT GOT YOUR
TONGUE?

YOU KNOW I'M NOT
SUPPOSED TO TALK
WITH YOU...

THE GIRL BEHIND THE BARS ACCEPTED THE CUP
WITHOUT TAKING HER EYES FROM RAD, HER HAND
LINGERING FOR A MOMENT ON HIS...

...BECAUSE OF THE RULES. BUT
WE'RE TWO THOUSAND LIGHT YEARS
FROM THE RULES NOW. O'MON RAD
...RELAX...

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE
YOU REQUIRE?

THE HOURS DRAGGED BY. RAD FIDGETED NERVOUSLY
IN THE ENGINE ROOM, RESTLESS, BORED. CONSTANTLY
AT WAR WITH HIMSELF OVER THE IMPULSE TO WALK
TO THE BACK OF THE SHIP...TO UNLOCK THE ALLOY
PRISON...SETTING FREE THE CURVACEOUS YOUNG GIRL...
FREE TO COME TO HIM...FREE TO...

YES, YOU CAN OPEN
THE DOOR AND LET
ME OUT...

AGAINST THE RULES...

RAD STARED THROUGH THE LARGE OVAL VIEW-PORT AT THE VAST, INKY COSMOS. SOMEWHERE IN THE COLD LONELINESS
OF THAT ETERNAL NIGHT LAY ALPHA7, WINKING SOFTLY BESIDE ITS MYRIAD COUSINS, LIGHT YEARS NOW FROM
HIS SPACE CRAFT. YET ONLY ONE SHORT SOLAR DAY AGO HE HAD TOUCHED DOWN ON ITS SWAMPY SURFACE IN ANSWER TO THE CALL. RAD REMEMBERED...

TALK TO ME, RAD...
TELL ME WHAT YOU'RE THINKING ABOUT...
TELL ME WHAT YOU WERE THINKING ABOUT
THE FIRST TIME YOU SAW ME THERE ON ALPHA 7...
The distress call had registered brightly on Rad's telar screen for three days, directly in line with his flight pattern. That and the employment of the universal S.O.S. band formed his first suspicions. Why wasn't the transmitter using licensed call letters? Rad landed cautiously... these were troubled times for a space jockey. There were too many wars running simultaneously to keep track of. Double agents were everywhere. The general rule was to trust no one. Rad remembered what trusting could do for you...

It had been five years ago on Gamma 12 during the Kriton rebellion. He'd been a medic then, tending the wounded in a raid on a Kriton village. The soldier he found lying half dead in a ditch claimed to be from his own regiment. For three days he'd stayed with him, nursing him back to health, so intent on giving aid he'd let his guard drop. On the morning of the third day he awoke to find a hideous scaly Kriton in the process of strangling him... a Kriton wrapped in bandages he had administered three days ago! The 'fallen comrade' was in reality a desperate Kriton using a thought-screen to disguise himself, luckily Rad had his blaster under his pillow.

Rad pushed through a thicket and came upon the source of the signal. She was bathing in a cypress pool near the wreck of her craft. How convenient, crashing so near food and water...

Wendy: You startled me! Thank goodness someone's come at last!

Rad: What are your call letters? Where is your base planet?

Wendy: Under the circumstances shouldn't I be the one with the blaster?

Wendy: Why did you use outmoded distress methods? Where are your credentials?

Rad: My regular telar-screen perished in the crash... along with my credentials. I had to rig a temporary transmitter with what I could find.

Would you mind handing me a towel before the interrogation begins?

Very well... but my weapon is fully charged, I assure you...

Without credentials I must consider you a potential enemy. You shall remain a prisoner therefore, until I deliver you to the proper authorities. The nearest process station is Cyborg 4, seven thousand light yrs. away. We will leave immediately.

Do you suppose I could get dressed first?
Talk to me, Rad... What will happen when we get to your planet?

You'll be taken before a staff of scientists who will determine your biological structure and intelligence...

Can't you determine my biological structure just by looking at me?

Looks are deceiving. How do I know you're not an alien form disguised as a humanoid by thought screens?

Ready to pounce on you the minute you're not looking? You don't really believe that about little me.

A loud continuous beep suddenly filled the ship...

The alarm!

Repairing the ship was a simple task. Rad had almost finished when...

Rad! Rad! Come quick!
RAD DROPPED QUICKLY THROUGH THE HATCH AND SWUNG DOWN THE PASSAGEWAYS AS FAST AS HIS BULKY SUIT WOULD CARRY HIM... WITHIN THE HELMET THE GIRL CRIED HYSTERICALLY...

HURRY RAD...

WHAT IS IT? WHAT'S WRONG?

NOTHING REALLY, I JUST WANT-ED TO SEE IF YOU'D HURRY BACK AND PROTECT ME...

THAT WAS FOOLISH! I MIGHT HAVE INJURED MYSELF GETTING BACK HERE, THEN WHERE WOULD YOU BE?

BUT YOU DIDN'T... AND IF YOU HURRIED THAT FAST YOU MUST CARE A LITTLE ABOUT ME. NOW WHY DON'T YOU OPEN THE DOOR AND LET ME SHOW MY APPRECIATION?

STOP PRETENDING RAD. DON'T YOU THINK I'VE NOTICED THE WAY YOU'VE STARED AT ME? IT'S TWO LONG LONELY MONTHS UNTIL WE LAND... THEY COULD BE WONDERFUL MONTHS IF WE SHARED THEM TOGETHER!

I'M NOT AN ALIEN AND YOU KNOW IT! DON'T BE AFRAID DARLING, OPEN THE DOOR AND I'LL PROVE IT! RAD COME BACK! TALK TO ME!

LATER, WHEN THE GREEN SLEEP LIGHT HAD SWITCHED ON, RAD LAY ON HIS SHOCK COUCH STARING INTO THE DARKNESS, LISTENING TO THE GENTLE RUSTLING OF SHEETS NOT TWENTY FEET AWAY...

SWEET DREAMS, DARLING.
TIME CRAWLED. MORE AND MORE RAD FOUND HIMSELF GAZING LONGINGLY AT THE CELL, LOSING SLEEP, LOSING HIS APPETITE... GROWING TENSE, AGGRAVATED...

DAMN! I'M SICK OF THIS LOUSY FOOD... THIS CRUMMY SHIP!

SHUT UP WILL YOU! LEAVE ME ALONE!

THE GIRL IN THE CELL LOOKED ON COOLY, BIDING HER TIME...

WHAT'S THE MATTER, RAD? BORED? ANYTHING I CAN DO?

THE GIRL LOOKED AWAY, HURT. RAD SIGHESED HEAVILY, THEN WALKED OFF IN CONFUSION... IN A MOMENT HE RETURNED...

I'M SORRY. I'M BEHAVING LIKE A CHILD. I...I HAD THE UNIVAC MAKE THIS FOR YOU...

A PRESENT! RAD, HOW SWEET...

WHY IT'S LOVELY! TURN AROUND AND I'LL PUT IT ON FOR YOU...

RAD TURNED HIS BACK AND STOOD FROZEN BESIDE THE CELL, HIS MIND RACING...

I HOPE IT FITS... YOU DON'T KNOW MY SIZE...
RAD TURNED AROUND SLOWLY, HANDS TREMBLING IN ANTICIPATION...

MY, IT'S RATHER SHEER ISN'T IT? DO YOU LIKE IT?

HE SWALLOWED HARD... HIS HANDS GRIPPED THE CELL BARS UNTIL THE KNUCKLES SHOWN WHITE...

OH RAD, AREN'T YOU TIRED OF JUST LOOKING? OPEN THE DOOR AND I PROMISE I'LL MAKE UP FOR ALL THE TIME WE'VE WASTED...

WHEN WE TOUCH DOWN IN TWO MONTHS THEY'LL TAKE ME AWAY FROM YOU... WE'LL NEVER SEE EACH OTHER AGAIN. DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY DARLING... PLEASE... OPEN THE DOOR! OPEN THE DOOR, RAD!

RAD FELT HIS BREATHING QUICKEN... HIS STOMACH TURN TO KNOTS. HE PULLED THE KEY FROM HIS POCKET AND SHOVED IT IN THE LOCK...

I CAN'T STAND IT ANY LONGER!

THE DOOR SWUNG OPEN... RAD HELD HIS BREATH... THE BEAUTIFUL CREATURE STEPPED OUT...

YOU SEE DARLING! I TOLD YOU I WAS REAL... NOW COME HERE... COME TO-

SHE WAS ALL HIS NOW, ALL HIS... HE WOULD WORRY ABOUT HIS SUPERIORS LATER... RIGHT NOW HE WAS HUNGRY. RAD DROPPED HIS THOUGHT-SCREEN...
AT FIRST I SCREAMED... AND THEN CRIED...
BUT ALL THAT SEEMS SO LONG AGO. WHEN?
I REMEMBER SWIMMING. THAT I DO REMEMBER,
SWIMMING, OR DIVING RATHER... INTO A POOL
AND HITTING MY HEAD AND FLOUNDERING,
NOT KNOWING WHICH WAY WAS UP, RUNNING
AGAIN INTO THE BOTTOM THINKING SOMEBODY
HAS WALLED UP THE TOP...

BUT THAT WAS TOO LONG AGO. THERE'S
SOMETHING TO DO. I DON'T THINK MY BRAIN
IS QUITE RIGHT. CLOUDY. HOME. MUSTN'T
GET HOME TOO LATE, THEY WILL BE
MAD. MUSTN'T STAY IN THE WATER TOO
LONG EITHER, MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO
DROWN. EXTRA CAREFUL... I'M
LIKE A BIRD, LIKE A BEE. FLYING, YET AERODYNAMICALLY UNSTABLE. AND OUT THERE, FLOWERS IN THE MOONLIGHT.

WAIT!... FLOWERS. THE SPORES! THE SEEDS OF LIFE. ALL THAT TIME SPENT OUT THERE. SEARCHING. NOT EVEN KNOWING WHAT I WAS SEARCHING FOR. AN EXPLORER ALWAYS LOOKING FOR VIRGIN LAND. AND THEN WAY OUT THERE, SO FAR THAT ONE MEASURES NOT WITH TIME AND SPACE, BUT WITH SILENCE. THE SILENCE OF A BILLION SUNS, ALL LEFT BEHIND. THERE, SO YOUNG AND SO OLD; SO VITAL AND SO WISE... THE GREEN WORLD. FERTILITY UNBOUND.
TWO YEARS IN SPACE. TWELVE YEARS WITHOUT MISHAP. TWELVE YEARS OF SEARCHING, EXPLORING — TO ENCOUNTER SOMETHING WORTHWHILE. TWELVE YEARS OF DEAD WORLDS.

AND NOW BOTH ME AND MY SPORES IN ORBIT. IN ORBIT AROUND SOME NAMELESS GLOBE; DEAD FROM THE LOOKS OF IT... IRONIC. WELL, IT NOW HAS A LIVING MOON, BUT FOR HOW LONG? WONDER WHICH WILL END FIRST; BREATHING, OR THINKING? BREATHE, I THINK.

THEN FINALLY THE ENCOUNTER — THE GREEN WORLD. RICHES BY FAR THE MOST VALUABLE. LIFE! AFTER TWELVE YEARS OF BARRENNESS— TO FIND LIFE! AND NOW IN THE MIDST OF PREGNANT PROLIFERATION — MISHAP; AND DEATH, OVERHEATING, EXPLOSION, AND DEATH WITHOUT PURPOSE.
BUT UNLIKE THOSE FLOWERS OUT THERE, I'LL NEVER BLOOM. EARTH NOW WILL NEVER HAVE ME NOR MY SEEDS OF LIFE. NO, I WON'T BE LATE. I WON'T GET HOME AT ALL. ... MAYBE THEY WON'T BE TOO ANGRY. ... I...
The planet was dying. Soil became dust in the grip of an intragalactic radioactive nebula. And the rain had the taint of poison.

DAMRAT! It's gone... fast.

But now the air was fresh and the water clear... and the bones clean. Time was all that was left to separate the quick from the dead.
While far away the whistling wind sang songs of distant death.

The scattered few scavenged the rocks and the caves, and the damrats scavenged the few.

It's hopeless, Lia. How long do you think it will be before the animal hunger sets me upon you . . . or you me. We can't last you know. Another generation will see us gone.
LIA... WHAT IS IT?

OH!
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CETER, CETER, CUPRIN EATER
MAD A WIFE...

AND Couldn'T KEEP HER...
OUT HER IN A PUMPKIN SHELL
AND THERE I KEPT HER VERY WELL
JACK SPRAT WOULD EAT NO FAT

"...HIS WIFE WOULD EAT NO LEAN..."
BUT, BETWEEN THE TWO OF THEM

THEY LIKED THE PLATTER CLEAN!!
HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCK,

THE MOUSE Ran UP THE CLOCK.

THE CLOCK STRUCK ONE...

...AND DOWN HE RUN...

HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCK.